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LITTLE CALM
BEFORE THE
STORM

UK MARKET VIEW

As we approach the end of a turbulent
year, the ongoing impact of Covid-19
on the UK economy is all too apparent
as major business failures in the retail
and hospitality sectors seize the
headlines.
On the face of it, the construction
industry appears to have weathered
the storm of the immediate impact
of Covid-19 remarkably well, but the
uncertainties of Brexit now loom once
again.
The recent government spending
commitments will provide some
welcome comfort to those operating
in the public sector and for long term
infrastructure programmes. Other
sectors look less certain, and the
longer term impact of new working
patterns on commercial space will
provide a combination of opportunities
for repurposed space, as well as the
obvious challenges for demand in the
short term.
All these factors paint an uncertain
picture for 2021, and this will continue
to subdue tender prices as the supply
chain looks to secure pipeline workload
in what looks to be another challenging
year ahead.

Steven Mason
Managing Director
Mace Cost Consultancy
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NATIONAL

0.0% -2.5% 0.5% 1.0% 2.0%

LONDON

0.0% -2.0% 0.5% 1.0% 2.0%

The table gives our current tender price inflation forecast. The
figures should be treated as averages and there will always be
variations due to procurement methods, project type and local
factors. With contractors likely to exclude risks relating to Covid-19
– such as programme delays and prolongation, material shortages
and disputes – these figures do so as well.

Construction output rose over...

40%
in the third quarter, but the
pace of growth has slowed
considerably.
New orders were only...

0.6%

higher in Q3 than in
the same quarter last
year, providing few
signs of any catch-up
after Q2’s sharp drop.
GDP remains almost...

10%

smaller than at the end
of 2019 with a much
weaker recovery than in
the US and eurozone.
Construction workers
were still getting paid...

0.5%

less on average a week
in September than they
were in February.
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Setting the scene
As a turbulent 2020 comes to an end and the UK’s
transition period with the EU concludes, there is a
cautious outlook moving into the new year and, in
general, we still expect tender prices to fall. News
of a vaccine has raised hopes and seen equity
prices rocket, but the logistics of rolling this out are
complicated and likely mean only in the second half
of 2021 will the economy truly feel its effect. In the
meantime, construction output still has a long way to
go to recover and new orders numbers indicate the
weakest pipeline since 2012.
Nevertheless, some sectors, notably infrastructure,
should have a very good year ahead. Recent
government statements, as well as the manifesto on
which the Conservatives won a substantial majority
at the end of 2019, point to increased expenditure for
both infrastructure and public sector projects. Though
questions about finances and fiscal responsibility will
only intensify once the pandemic comes to an end,
a repeat of the austerity years seem unlikely. Given
the difficulties facing other sectors, it is vital that the
government does follow through with these plans.
Not only are the government commitments and longterm infrastructure projects the main ray of light for
growth in the industry, they provide companies with
much needed assurance when it comes to investing
and planning. This is especially true for larger firms
covering a diverse range of projects and sectors
who will be in a much better position to navigate the
ongoing headwinds. Moving employees from declining
sectors into more stable ones not only protects jobs,
but limits loss of skills and means a company is better
prepared for when a pick-up eventually happens. By
contrast, smaller organisations specialising in struggling
sectors don’t have this luxury – they may need to make
a greater proportion of redundancies or worse.
In particular, the fundamentals for many parts of the
commercial sector currently look bleak. Government
advice continues to recommend home working where
possible, but once the pandemic is over, it looks set
to remain commonplace. More concerning than falling
demand for new office space is the turmoil hitting the
retail and hospitality sectors. The second lockdown
only exacerbated the torrid conditions. With many of
these businesses dependent on the Christmas period,
facing no parties and shoppers reluctant to visit the
high-street, a wave of failures could take place early
next year, hitting the market further. Fundamentals are
also problematic for the housing market.

Encouragingly, output has bounced back strongly, but
the suspicion is this is because developers are keen to
complete as many properties as possible before the
stamp duty holiday ends. Given housing accounted for
40% of all new work in 2019, its performance is a key
component in tender prices.
From a supply side perspective, inflationary pressures
for most factors appear benign. Interest rates are at
record lows, with some possibility of them turning
negative and seemingly little chance of them rising.
Weaker demand should control plant costs while pay
for construction employees has still not recovered to
February’s levels. The big unknown for 2021 is how
material prices behave. Since the referendum in 2016,
no-one has ever truly understood what the implications
of Brexit are, however, come 1 January, these will
become clear. Material prices will almost certainly rise
as a result of customs declarations, but there are other
significant risks for the supply chain. We continue to
assume there will be a deal, but not every company is
ready for the new regulations which will come with it
and this could lead to problems at the border. Without
a deal, costs will also rise from a depreciating pound
and for some products, tariffs.
One factor, which is an ever-increasing consideration
in new projects, is sustainability. Donald Trump
losing the US Presidential election and Joe Biden’s
announcement that he would take the country back
into the Paris Agreement is good news with regards
to limiting temperature increases. Similarly, early
suggestions are that Boris Johnson may use the
change in Presidency to further his green agenda.
If he does, the construction industry can expect to
play an important part. Firstly, its involved in building
new infrastructure such as nuclear power plants and
wind farms. Additionally, emissions from the sector
are significant and, while attempts to reduce them
are well underway, more needs to be done. However,
such actions often come with attached costs and in a
difficult financial environment, some clients may prefer
to overlook them. Where they don’t, tender prices
may be higher than otherwise. For contractors who
offer such services, it presents an opportunity to get
ahead of the game, both for clients are who currently
interested and for the future, if new regulations come
into play forcing action.
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Robust but slowing growth
Recent changes to key data series

GDP

Having fallen almost 20% in Q2, GDP started the long climb back in the third quarter, with
growth of 15.5%. This left the economy almost 10% smaller than at the turn of the year,
although growth had started slowing even before the new lockdown. In September, GDP
rose 1.1% – weaker than August’s 2.2% – which in turn was the slowest since the reopening
began in May. With the tightening of restrictions looser than before, a further drop in GDP is
on the cards and, although it should be less steep than before, it is another setback in the
recovery.

Construction
Output

After a very strong rebound in June and July, growth in construction output slowed
considerably. Between the second and third quarter, output across the entire industry rose
41.7%. Most impressive was the bounce in the housing sector, both for new work, which
grew 84%, and in repair and maintenance, which saw a rise of 71%. Part of this expansion
is due to a heavier drop, but in September new private housing work was above February’s
level. However, a reclassification of housing associations, shifting this type of output from
public to private in April, has likely made a small difference and total housing remains over
4% smaller than earlier in the year. Infrastructure is the only sector we can confidently state
has made a complete recovery and, without it, the drop-off from February for all new work
would have been worse than the 8.5% it is. One takeaway from this decline is that social
distancing is having a material impact on contractors’ ability to operate.

New orders

The third quarter data for new orders was somewhat disappointing. Although they almost
doubled relative to the second quarter, they were still weaker than in both the final quarter of
2019 and the first quarter of this year. There was little in the way of ground being made up
after the drop in Q2 and the delayed projects haven’t all instantly come back into the market.
Interestingly, the two public sectors (housing and non-housing) only grew 16% and are well
below the levels seen before the Conservatives adopted their new agenda. While combined
the three sectors labelled as private (housing, industrial and commercial) rose 108%, the
moving four-quarter total barely budged. Developers who had adopted a cautious approach
in the middle of last year still appear unsure about the viability of new schemes, particularly
in the housing sector.

Inflation

Were it not for concerns about Brexit, looking at the latest inflation and material price data,
there would be little to worry about. CPI inflation nudged up slightly to 0.7% in October.
Further down the supply chain there is even less pressure. There has been a 1.4% drop in
factory gate prices in the past 12 months, whereas materials and fuels have declined 1.3%.
Meanwhile, following what look like anomalies in the ‘all work construction material price
index’ for April, when the index rose 2.1%, and July, when it fell 1.8%, the past two months
have seen barely any change in prices. Since last September, material prices have risen
0.3%.

Labour

For construction workers, average weekly earnings were 0.5% lower in September than
February. A sharp improvement relative to the 9% drop-off that had occurred by May, this
still reflects badly against other sectors. On average, regular pay was 2.3% higher for the
whole economy, with those in finance and business services having experienced over 4%
growth in just seven months. Unemployment has started to rise and in the three months
to September had reached 4.8%. Over the quarter, there were 314,000 redundancies and
more jobs going over the winter will have a dampening effect on pay.
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Government backed schemes
to dominate 2021 growth
Residential
The recovery in private housing output has been
quite remarkable. Having slumped to less than 40%
of February’s level in April, it has rebounded to being
marginally higher in the latest figures for September.
Nonetheless, there are a number of reasons why 2021
could be a difficult one for the sector. Developers and
house buyers may not need to worry about interest
rates rising, but the availability of mortgages and
tightening of criteria from lenders could hinder some
prospective buyers. Rising unemployment is also likely
to be an issue. Even though the most affected, notably
younger workers and lower paid hospitality workers,
account for only a small chunk of housing demand,
many workers will feel unsure about their job security.
A third demand side issue is government support
coming to an end. The stamp duty holiday appears to
have been particularly effective in reviving the market,
but this will finish in March. From April, the Help to Buy
scheme will be limited to first time buyers without these
factors propping up the market, house price growth will
slow.
With all this uncertainty, it is no surprise that
housebuilders are adopting a somewhat resilient as
opposed to optimistic tone. One prominent builder is
anticipating completions in 2021 to be 85%-90% of
2019 levels. Given the vast majority of these projects
will be well under way, and with housing starts in
England having fallen in 2019, it suggests 2021 may

always have been a year where output slipped. Adding
to the sense of a tricky year ahead are new orders. Not
only did they collapse in the second quarter, but the
recovery in Q3 still left them below any other quarter
seen in the previous four years.

Commercial and industrial
Covering many different types of project and client,
there will no doubt be winners and losers. Regrettably,
the potential losers would seem to account for the
largest parts of these markets and so the overall
conclusion is gloomy. Notably, offices, retail and
hospitality are three of the areas undergoing the
biggest shake-up due to the coronavirus. Reports
suggest commercial landlords are finding it harder to
get paid and have also been forced to mark-down
the value of their assets. It is difficult to imagine these
conditions being conducive for new projects, although
in the medium-term this upheaval creates opportunities
for landlords and local authorities to repurpose existing
buildings and town centres. More positively, projects
covering pharmaceutical, both in terms of research
and manufacturing, and datacentres look set to see
robust growth. Notably Q3’s new orders for health from
the private sector were greater than in recent years,
yet in accounting for just 5% of the commercial sector
and 1% of all new orders, it highlights just how little an
impact this will have on tender prices.

Construction sector recovery
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Public

Infrastructure

Overall, just under 10% of all new work output comes
from the public non-housing sector and, without
wanting to underplay any expansion, we also shouldn’t
overstate the impact on tender prices growth next year
will have. Both education and, in particular, health look
set to benefit from government spending plans. On 2
October, Prime Minister Boris Johnson, announced
plans for 40 new hospitals over the next ten years,
although the £3.7bn figure committed in the speech
is nowhere near enough to cover all of this. A rough
estimate of an average hospital is £500m, meaning
either the plans will need scaling down or the spending
pot increasing. Irrespective of the feasibility, much of
this money, alongside additional funding for upgrades
and A&E departments, will flow to the contractors
and consultants delivering the projects and aiding
employment. So far, however, the reality is that total
new orders for the non-housing public sector is 27%
lower over the past four quarters than a year ago.
By comparison, the next weakest sector is private
housing, which has fallen 17%. For the public sector
to grow, the government needs to follow through on its
speeches and spend the money needed.

Growth in infrastructure will drive the construction
industry in 2021. Most prominent is HS2, but support
will also come from Hinkley Point C, Thames Tideway
and many other large schemes. These have already
helped infrastructure to be the only sector where
output was higher in Q3 than Q1 and a string of
recent road announcements will add to this. Northern
infrastructure is key to the government’s levelling-up
agenda and evidence of this includes work starting six
months early on the £51m upgrade to the A19 and
£42m of immediate investment in the A630.
Unfortunately, even where things look most promising,
a note of caution is also necessary. This comes from
the recent IHS Markit/CIPS UK Construction PMI
scores for civil engineering which, following three
successive months of falls, had slumped to one
of its lowest ever levels in October. Despite both a
strong outlook and rising output, respondents to
the survey are evidently less positive. A downside
to large infrastructure projects is they may result in
only a handful of winners with many businesses not
benefiting. There are also reports of ongoing delays
to projects and while it is important not to give too
much credence to any particular survey, official figures
reported a very small decline in September and the
sector may be moving into 2021 in a slightly weaker
position than hoped for.

Material costs could rise while other
factors weaken
Margins & Pipeline

Labour

Based on the third quarter’s new orders numbers
barely recovering any of the losses from the slump in
Q2, there will be fewer projects starting in the next six
months. If firms are encountering weaker pipelines,
they may choose to cut margins in order to win work
and, in general, this is what we would expect to see in
2021. Nonetheless, instead of cutting margins, some
contractors may choose to downsize and accept
lower revenues. If firms think the only way of wining
enough work to maintain market share is by tendering
at unprofitable levels or taking on undesirable risks,
they could avoid bidding. Such actions may set a lower
threshold on how far tender prices will fall and avoid
the incredibly damaging outcome of firms putting in
suicide bids and failing to deliver on promises. Avoiding
this scenario is highly desirable for an industry vital for
fixing many of the current economic problems. In recent
years, large contractors such as Carillion and Interserve
have gone into either liquidation or administration and
other contractors’ margins are already wafer thin.

Other than cutting margins, wages seem the most likely
area in which firms will attempt to control costs in 2021.
Construction earnings fell substantially earlier in the year
and have yet to fully recover. Given a greater proportion
of people in the wider workforce were on furlough at
the end of September compared to construction, there
have to be other reasons why the sector has fared so
badly. These are also important considerations for why
pay growth may be weak next year. One explanation
is that in the initial reaction to the coronavirus, many
companies chose to cut pay. If this has not been
reinstated, then the ONS statistics would appear
artificially low and, once it is restored, pay will jump.
While any repeat seems highly doubtful, it is a good
indicator of where firms may look if pressures mount. A
second alternative cause is the over-representation of
self-employed workers. Whereas across the economy
around 15% people are self-employed, in construction
this is 40%. With self-employed workers provided less
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support by the government, they may be taking on work
at lower pay than previously, which in turn is damaging
employees’ prospects. Either way, the impression is that
people are keen to work and willing to accept a lower
offering than previously.

Materials
The biggest risk for materials in 2021 may come if the
infrastructure around the ports fails. However, even if
transport does continue to flow as freely as it currently
does, firms having to fill in customs declarations will
increase costs. While on the supply side, either through
Brexit or Covid-19 enforced shortages, there are price
pressures, it is hard to imagine much demand pull
inflation. This is true both for raw commodities and for
construction materials. Though oil prices rose following
the news of a vaccine, they remain subdued relative to
the start of the year. As demand returns, commodity
prices will rise but this is likely to be gradual and
more significant inflationary pressures don’t currently
appear on the horizon. Similarly, that construction
output is still over 7% below February levels shows
the massive drop-off in demand that has happened for
these products. Demand is not expected to rise above
these levels next year and despite social distancing
potentially limiting material manufactures’ capacity,
supply constraints seem unlikely to be a major issue.
Overall, if it were not for new customs declarations and
other Brexit changes, 2021 could have been a very
supportive year for materials.

Insolvency
A constant threat to the successful completion of
any project is for the sub-contractor or worse, main
contractor, to enter insolvency. At the end of September,
based on a survey conducted by the ONS, 28%
of construction firms who felt they were at risk of
insolvency, believed the coronavirus had increased this
possibility. In the same survey, 11% of construction
firms believed there was a severe or moderate risk
of insolvency. While this compares well relative to
other sectors, there mustn’t be complacency, and the
importance of due diligence and ongoing monitoring
remains.
According to data from Creditsafe, the construction
sector sees more insolvencies than any other. However,
possibly counter-intuitively, both overall insolvencies and
construction insolvencies were lower in the year up to
October. Whether this is due to government support in
its various guises isn’t clear, but having undergone such
a large recession, it is hard to imagine businesses are
better placed than in previous years and, sooner or later,
fundamentals could catch-up. For firms who are facing
significant financial difficulty, wining work and just getting
through each month become the priority, and this could
drag down tender prices.

What is your business’s risk of insolvency?
Accommodation And Food Services
Real Estate Activities
Manufacturing
Construction
All Industries

0

20%
Severe risk

40%
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Low risk

80%

100%

No risk

Source: ONS
Percentage of businesses who have not permanently stopped trading, broken down by industry, weighted by count, UK, 21 September to 4 October 2020. Graph is a
selection of sectors and excludes those not sure.
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Brexit clock ticks down
It is now just a matter of weeks until the UK’s transition
period to leaving the EU ends on 31 December.
Irrespective of the negotiations and any deal, how the UK
economy copes and the actual readiness of businesses
will only truly become clear in 2021. Yet with so little time
remaining, many of the problems already appear baked
in and, once again, it is worthwhile emphasising these. In
particular, the biggest initial risk to construction projects
comes from materials, and there are several transmission
mechanisms through which problems and inflation may
emerge. We still hope there will be a deal, which would at
least avoid the damage of tariffs.

While tariffs are visible and easy to understand, nontariff barriers have always been the bigger issue and a
failure to achieve a better deal means they become highly
significant. Whereas in the single market, goods could
move freely with recognised standards, this will no longer
be the case, meaning much more tracking and checking
of products is required. Restrictions are particularly tight
for animal and plant products, but of most relevance
for construction materials is the need to keep records
and make import declarations. For the first half of 2021,
importers will only have to keep records of imported
goods and can wait up to six months before making a
declaration. However, from July, import declarations will
have to be made instantaneously alongside any safety
and security declarations. One of the claims made during
the referendum was that leaving the European Union
would help reduce red tape and bureaucracy. In reality,
the new import controls mean the complete opposite is
occurring. There are also questions about whether the
delay until July will be enough and whether the updated
systems will be capable of handling the new framework.

At the start of November, the National Audit Office
released a lengthy report providing an update on the
preparedness of the UK border for the end of the
transition period. Among its key findings was “there is
likely to be significant disruption at the border from 1
January 2021 as many traders and third parties will not
be ready for new EU controls”. Having left the customs
union and the single market, all new rules and checks
will be in place instantly for exporters into the EU. For
imports into the UK, the new regulations come into force
in stages and will needing full adherence by 1 July 2021.
The delay for importers, introduced by the government
in the wake of the coronavirus and with recognition that
systems wouldn’t be ready by the turn of the year, will
provide limited help if there is chaos at the ports. In the
government’s worst-case scenario, 70% of export laden
lorries may not be ready for new border controls and
significant queues may occur. An alternative problem
arises if haulage firms only send lorries to ports once
they have the correct paperwork. This would reduce the
potential for traffic jams, although restricting the number
of vehicles creates its own issues.

An indication of how ready firms are for the new
regulations is included in the Bank of England’s latest
inflation report. They surveyed a number of firms and
found almost half of construction firms were either
fully prepared or as ready as can be for the additional
trading requirements in January 2021. However, while a
substantial proportion of construction businesses do not
trade with the EU, there were around 20% of businesses
still needing to prepare at the end of September. More
worryingly, a substantial proportion of wholesale and
retail firms are either not at all prepared or only partially
prepared, and if they sell construction products, that
could have a knock-on effect.

Preparedness for new trading arrangements
Not at all prepared

Construction

Partially prepared
No trade with EU
As ready as can be

Wholesale and retail

Fully prepared
0

Source: Bank of England
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In practical terms, all of these factors will potentially
increase the costs of materials. Firstly, and most directly,
having to keep records and make import declarations
will be time consuming and involve a level of expense.
Some may react by trying to simplify things, which
in turn will reduce product availability. In addition, if
builder’s merchants fail to receive products as they do
now, material shortages may occur, which could trigger
price spikes. Similarly, if trade contractors struggle with
deliveries, there may be delays to programmes. With
the uncertainties involved, it is also not straightforward
to suggest mitigation strategies. Simply choosing to
stockpile products to avoid these risks will result in
guaranteed higher costs. As well as it being expensive to
store materials, a longer period between expenditure on
materials and income from completing the work creates
cashflow issues.
In the small amount of time left before Brexit, there are
still a few things that can be done. Most importantly is
to be ready for delays and not overreacting if they do
occur. Everyone is likely to be in the same boat and it is
important to take a measured approach to any difficulties.
Other actions that Mace has been advocating to clients
and taking with the supply chain include:

For clients
•

Have complete understanding of the programme and
the critical path. Know which packages sit on this
path and understand how delays may affect it.

•

Pay particular attention to high risk trades. These
include cladding, gazing, steelwork, bathroom pods
and M&E.

•

Hold conversations with trade packages due to start
later in the year, keeping them up to speed if there are
delays. Coronavirus has also made it necessary to
monitor their financial situation even more closely.

•

Increase the risk allowance or contingency pot if
necessary.

•

Be aware of who holds the risk and what contracts
say. Administer contracts to the letter so as to avoid
any disputes or risk of litigation.

For sub-contractors
•

Map out labour and material requirements for the
next 12 months, paying particular attention to the first
quarter of 2021.

•

Understand where materials are coming from and
know their ports of entry.

•

If worst-case scenarios occur and there are significant
delays to materials, it will be helpful to already have
alternative suppliers in mind. While they will also be
facing problems, increased flexibility is useful.

•

If delays occur, determine whether it will be possible
to make-up time later. If not, is it possible to bring in
materials earlier and is there anywhere to store them?

•

Labour is less likely to be a risk, but existing staff
need to apply for the EU Settlement Scheme before
30 June 2021.
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